An algorithm for de iding if a polyomino tiles the
plane by translations
Ian Gambini and Laurent Vuillony
We explain a fast algorithm to de ide if a polyomino
tiles the plane by translations. More pre isely, if the polyomino
has a boundary word of length n then the algorithm de ides if
the polyomino tiles the plane by translations in O(n2 ) operations
(rather than O(n4 ) operations for the naive method). This new
algorithm uses te hniques from algorithmi , dis rete geometry
and ombinatori s on words.
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1 Introdu tion
During the DMCCG onferen e held at the institut Henri Poin are in July
2001, we dis ussed with Alberto del Lungo some problems about polyominoes. One of his on erns was the design of a fast algorithm for omputing
the number of polyominoes that tile the plane by translations. What he
really had in mind was probably their enumeration a ording to some onvenient parameter. The algorithmi approa h, by providing omputational
eviden e, is a onvenient way to get some insight about the algebri ity or rationality of ertain lasses of polyominoes. Let us re all some a hievements
along these lines.
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Tilings, regular or not, have puzzled lots of people from an ient times up
to now; and even now, despite of the e orts of many mathemati ians these
obje ts remains mysterious. This kind of problems are omplex ombinatorial problems [5, 11, 1℄, like for example the squaring of a square [13℄. The
a tivity of tilings and studying polyominoes have many interests in mathemati s. Golomb [14℄ in is book presents many aspe ts of polyominoes and in
parti ular he sear hes how to tile a nite gure of the plane by polyominoes.
Thurston [19℄ and Fournier [12℄ give algorithms to tile a nite gure of the
plane without hole by dominoes. This study for various forms of polyominoes an be made by Caley graphs and gives the method of tilings groups
[7, 19℄. Let mention that tiling the plane by polyominoes is pra ti ally an
hard problem and in general is an unde idable problem [3℄.
Re ent work, ondu ted mainly by the Bordeaux s hool and its satellites,
allowed to enumerate some very restri tive lasses like the dire ted ones,
parallelogram, onvex a ording to various parameters su h that the halfperimeter, area , height, width, and some other re nements [5, 10, 18, 17℄.
The problem of enumeration in general is hard and still now we don't have
losed formula for enumerating polyominoes. The enumeration formulas was
found for parallelogram polyominoes [10℄, for symmetry lasses of parallelogram polyominoes [18℄, polyominoes with notion of onvexity [4, 6℄ and
symmetry lasses of onvex polyominoes in the square latti e [17℄.
Nevertheless Nivat and Beauquier found a hara terization of polyominoes that tile the plane by translations [2℄. We use this hara terization for
building our fast algorithm for de iding if a given polyomino tiles the plane
by translations. The methods of this arti le use te hniques from algorithmi ,
dis rete geometry and ombinatori s on words.

2 De nitions and notation
A polyomino or tile is a simply onne ted union of unit squares, that is a
union of unit squares without holes.
Let P be a polyomino. A tiling by translations of P is a partition of the
whole plane by translated images of P:
Let  = fa; b; a; bg be a four letter alphabet. A redu ed word on  is
a word on the free group over  where all an ellations are done (namely
ea h o urren e of aa, aa, bb and bb are repla ed by  the empty word).
Let b(P ) be the boundary word of P that is the redu ed word in the free
group on fa; bg where a represents a right step, b an up step, a a left step
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and b a bottom step that odes the boundary of the polyomino P in the
following way. Starting from an origin on the boundary of P; the boundary
word b(P ) is the on atenation of labels of boundary unit segments read
in trigonometri order. The starting point is not meaningful. Thus the
boundary word b(P ) is a y li word.
We de ne the u operator on + by
(i)( ) = if 2  = fa; b; a; bg;
(ii)(u:v) = (v):(u):
The following hara terization of tiling polyominoes is to Beauquier and
Nivat [2℄:
A polyomino P tiles the plane by translations if and only if the boundary word b(P ) is equal up to a y li permutation of the symbols to X  Y  Z  X  Y  Z where one of the variable in the
fa torization may be empty.
Theorem 1 (Beauquier, Nivat)

If the boundary word is equal to X  Y  Z  X  Y  Z (resp. X  Y  X  Y )
su h a polyomino is alled pseudo-hexagon (resp. pseudo-square).
For example, the polyomino on the left in Figure 1 is a pseudo-hexagon
and the boundary word is equal to X  Y  Z  X  Y  Z = a  ab  ab  a  ba  ba
(where X = a; Y = ab; Z = ab).
In fa t, a polyomino P may have many fa torizations of its boundary
word. For example, in Figure 1 the boundary word of the right polyomino
has the fa torizations ba  aba  b  ab  aba  b and ba  a  bab  ab  a  bab:
A regular tiling is a tiling by translations of a polyomino P su h that
ea h tile in the tiling has the same surrounding by translated opies of the
tile P a ording to a given fa torization of its boundary word (su h tilings
are also alled in the literature latti e tilings) see Figure 2 for two regular
tilings from the two fa torizations of the boundary word mentioned above.
Ea h fa torization leads to a regular tiling of the plane by translations as
follows. If P is a pseudo-hexagon, the fa torization b(P ) = X  Y  Z  X  Y  Z
de nes 6 sides of the tile where the sides in orresponden e are identi ed
by the pairings (X; X ),(Y; Y ) and (Z; Z ). The translations orresponding
to these pairings allow then to tile the whole plane in a regular way. In
the ase of pseudo squares the onstru tion with 4 sides is similar. Observe
that two distin t fa torizations of the boundary word of P give two distin t
regular tilings of the plane.
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Figure 1: Polyominoes and fa torizations.

Figure 2: two regular tilings.

3 Algorithm
Let n = jb(P )j be the length of the boundary word of P: In the following
algorithm the indi es of the boundary word b(P ) (or b for simpli ity in the
sequel when there are indi es) must be taken modulo n and will be between
[0;    ; n 1℄: For example, the letter b[ 1℄ is of ourse the letter b[n 1℄.
PS=0; PH=0;

// Step 1: Sear hing i su h that b[0℄ = b[i℄

for

i = 1 to n 1
if b[0℄ = b[i℄ then

// Step 2: Propagation
// Sear hing the largest b[x1 ::y1 ℄ = b[x2 ::y2 ℄
// b[x1::y1℄ ontaining 0 and b[x2 ::y2 ℄ ontaining i

x1 = 0; y1 = 1; x2 = i; y2 = i + 1;
( [x1 1℄ = b[y2 ℄) fx1 = x1 1; y2 = y2 + 1g

while b
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( [ ℄= [
1℄) fy1 = y1 + 1; x2 = x2 1g
= [
1℄; = b[y2 ::x1 1℄;
j j=j j
PS=PS+1 // Step 3: Pseudo-square
=
PH=PH+ KMP(U; V V ) // Step 4: Pseudo-hexagon

while b y1
b x2
U b y1 ::x2
V
if U
V then
V then
if U
end if
end if
end for

The end of this se tion explains the algorithm step by step.
the boundary word b[0::n 1℄ of length n of a polyomino P .
Answer: the number of fa torizations in pseudo-squares and in pseudohexagons tiling the plane by translation.
Instan e:

Step 1

For ea h position i from 1 to n 1, we try to mat h with the omplementary
letter of value b[0℄.
Step 2

We make a propagation (s anning ba k and forth the boundary word) in
order to have two sides in orresponden e of maximal length. In other words,
for ea h position of value b[0℄, we nd by propagation two omplementary
words X and X on the boundary word starting from X = b[0℄ and X = b[0℄
and extending the pair of omplementary words (X; X ) in order to nd the
longest X: Then by this method we nd a fa torization of b(P ) by X U X V:
A ne essary ondition to nd a solution is to have X and X well pla ed.
To do this, we just he k if the remaining sides U and V have same length.
Step 3

We answer that the polyomino is a pseudo-square if U = V that is if we
have found a fa torization on X  Y  X  Y with Y = U:
Step 4

We he k if the polyomino is a pseudo-hexagon by sear hing four more sides
in two-by-two orresponden e, that is the fa torization U = Y  Z and V =
Y  Z . We use the following property: if su h fa torization exists, it is
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provided by an o urren e of the word U = Z  Y in V V = Y  Z  Y  Z . This
part an be done for instan e by the KMP algorithm of Knuth, Maurris and
Pratt or by the algorithm of Boyer-Moore [8℄.
Answer

The variable PS (resp. PH) gives the number of fa torizations of b(P ) (the
boundary word of P ) by pseudo-squares (resp. pseudo-hexagons). If PS=0
and PH=0 then P does not tile the plane by translation.
3.1

Proof of the algorithm

By Step 2 of the algorithm, we have the following property. For ea h position
of b[0℄, we nd by propagation two omplementary words X and X on the
boundary word starting from X = b[0℄ and b[i℄ = X = b[0℄ and extending
the pair of omplementary words (X; X ) in order to nd the longest X: Then
by this method we nd a fa torization of b(P ) by X  U  X  V:
By this method, for ea h ouple (b[0℄; b[i℄ = b[0℄) the algorithm nds
by propagation a unique ouple (X; X ) with X of maximal length. Step 3
and Step 4 nd a fa torization if it exists.
Thus given a boundary word of a polyomino P there are 3 ases to
onsider, either there is fa torization A) by pseudo-hexagon or B) a fa torization by pseudo-square or C) no fa torization. And for ea h ase we have
to prove that the algorithm nds it.

 P is a pseudo-hexagon

In this ase the boundary word an be fa torized up to a y li permutation of letters on X  Y  Z  X  Y  Z and we may assume without
loss of generality that X ontains the letter b[0℄ (otherwise we make
a y li permutation of letters). As the algorithm propagates to the
left and to the right for ea h position of b[0℄, let be ` the `th element of X orresponding to b[0℄. It exists ` su h that X` = b[0℄, so
X jX j ` 1 = b[0℄. The Step 2 of the algorithm nds using X` = b[0℄
and X jX j ` 1 = b[0℄ at most a ouple of omplementary words X 0 and
X 0 ontaining respe tively the words X and X .
a) If X 0 = X then Step 4 produ es with the help of the KMP-algorithm
the good fa torization X  Y  Z  X  Y  Z .
b) When jX 0 j > jX j there is a diÆ ulty and we pro eed by ontradi tion. Assume that the algorithm nds su h pair of omplementary
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words (X 0 ; X 0 ) then X 0 = LXR with R 6=  or L 6= . Suppose
that R 6= , the demonstration is identi al if we suppose L 6= . If
jRj  jY j it exists Y 0 and Z 0 su h that the fa torization of P is equal
to X  Y  Z  X  Y  Z = X  RY 0  Z 0 R  X  L Y 0  Z 0 L: By this
equality we have Y = RY 0 ; Z = Z 0 R. Thus Y = Y 0  R; Z = R  Z 0 .
If we use this information in the fa torization X  Y  Z  X  Y  Z we
obtain X  Y  Z  X  Y 0 R  R Z 0 : We nd a ontradi tion be ause all
the letters of R  R an el two by two (R  R = rp    r2 r1 r1 r2    rp =
rp    r2 r2    rp =    = ): This means in parti ular that the boundary word of P is not a redu ed word and by onstru tion the boundary
word of P is a redu ed word.
If jRj > jY j, the reasonning is the same.
 P is a pseudo-square
Here the boundary word an be fa torized up to a y li permutation
of letters on X  Y  X  Y and we assume also that X ontains the letter
b[0℄. As in the previous ase, the algorithm nds at most a ouple of
omplementary words X 0 and X 0 ontaining respe tively the words X
and X:
a) If X 0 = X then by Step 3 it nds the good fa torization in X Y X Y :
b) When X 0 6= X then there is another diÆ ulty. We pro eed by
ontradi tion. Assume that the algorithm nds X 0 = LXR and then
it exists Y 0 su h that X Y X Y = X RY 0 R X L Y 0 L: By this equality
we have Y = RY 0 R. Thus Y = RY 0 R: If we use this information in
the fa torization X  Y  X  Y we obtain X  RY 0 R  X  RY 0 R: If we
repla e R by r1 r2    rp where ri 's are letters then
X  Y  X  Y = Xr1 r2    rp Y 0 rp    r2 r1  X  r1 r2    rp Y 0 rp    r2 r1 :

There are many fa torizations in pseudo-square and we will work on
the following one Xr1 Y 00 r1 Xr1 Y 00 r1 where Y 00 = r2    rp Y 0 rp    r2 ;
Y 00 = r2    rpY 0 rp    r2 in order to show that the boundary word is
not one of a polyomino.
We have Xr1 Y 00 r1 Xr1 Y 00 r1 and we will now show by an argument
of dis rete geometry that this is not a boundary word of a simply
onne ted union of unit squares (i.e. of a polyomino). In this deomposition r1 is just a letter then for the reasoning we will take
r1 = a (the reasoning is the same with r1 = b; a; b). We use tools
from dis rete geometry introdu ed by Daurat and Nivat [9℄. Sin e
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a polyomino is a simply onne ted union of squares (the boundary
word delimits squares inside the polyomino P (noted I-squares) and
squares outside the polyomino P (noted O-squares)). A orner on the
boundary of P is alled salient if it is surrounded by one I-square and
three O-squares. A orner on the boundary of P is alled reentrant
if it is surrounded by three I-squares and one O-square. Daurat and
Nivat proved in [9℄ that for any polyomino P the number S (P ) of
its salient points and the number R(P ) of its reentrant points satisfy
S (P ) = R(P ) + 4 see Figure 3. For example, if P is a pseudo-square
with boundary word XY X Y the number of salient points asso iated with X is equal to number of reentrant points asso iated with X
(by this reasoning S (X ) = R(X ); S (Y ) = R(Y ); R(X ) = S (X ) and
R(Y ) = S (Y ): Thus by Daurat-Nivat theorem, it follows that the four
points where X; X; Y; Y onne t are salient.
S

S

R

S
R

S

S

S

Figure 3: Salient and reentrant points.
In our ase we have the fa torization in XaY 00 a XaY 00 a and we have
to pla e on the plane 4 segments asso iated with a; a; a; a a ording to
the fa torization. In fa t ea h segment determines on the boundary
two points. We nd the same relation than in the previous example:
S (X ) = R(X ); S (Y ) = R(Y ); R(X ) = S (X ) and R(Y ) = S (Y ) and
we just have to onsider the 8 remaining points. The fa torization
is XaY 00 a XaY 00 a with X = x1    xm and Y 00 = y1    yn: Then we
have to ompute the di eren e between S (xm a) + S (ay1 ) + S (yn a) +
S (a xm )+ S (x1 a))+ S (ayn )+ S (yn a)+ S (ax1 ) and R(xm a)+ R(ay1)+
R(yna) + R(a xm ) + R(x1 a)) + R(ayn ) + R(yn a) + R(ax1 ): But if the
point asso iated with two letters uv is salient (resp. reentrant) then by
onstru tion the point asso iated with v u is reentrant (resp. salient).
If if S (uv) = 1 then R(v u) = 1: By this property S (xm a) + S (ay1 ) +
S (yna) + S (a xm ) + S (x1 a)) + S (ayn ) + S (yn a) + S (ax1 ) = R(xm a) +
R(ay1 ) + R(yn a) + R(a xm ) + R(x1 a)) + R(ayn ) + R(yn a) + R(ax1 ):
And globally for the polyomino P asso iated with the boundary word
XaY 00 a XaY 00 a we have S (P ) = R(P ): This is in ontradi tion with
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the result on salient and reentrant points. Thus P is not simply onne ted and annot be a polyomino.
 P does not tile the plane
In this ase by the hara terization of Beauquier and Nivat there is
no fa torization on X  Y  X  Y nor X  Y  Z  X  Y  Z: Then the
algorithm fails in Step 3 and 4 to nd a hara terization and answer
that P does not tile the plane by translation.

3.2

Complexity of the algorithm

Let n be the length of the boundary word asso iated with P:
In the rst step the algorithm try to nd all the positions of value b[0℄
in the boundary word with omplexity O(n).
In step 2, the propagations gives omplexity O(n): Thus the total omplexity for steps 1 and 2 is O(n  n):
In step 3, we try to nd a fa torization by he king if U = V and the
omplexity of this veri ation is O(n). Remark also that step 3 makes just
the ontinuation of step 2 and thus the omplexities are added. Thus the
total omplexity for steps 1, 2 and 3 remains O(n  (n + n)):
In step 4, we try to nd a fa torization by using the KMP algorithm
and a ording to the omplexity of KMP algorithm this step is on O(m + k)
where m is the length of V V and k the length of U . Remark that step
4 make just the ontinuation of step 2 and step 3 and then we add the
omplexity of both parts. Thus the omputation of the total omplexity of
the algorithm gives an algorithm on O(n  (n + n + (n + n))) = O(n2 ).

4 Enumeration of polyominoes by omputer
We an use our algorithm to ompute the number of polyominoes with only
pseudo-square fa torizations (only PS), with only pseudo-hexagon fa torizations (only PH) and with both fa torizations in pseudo-square and pseudohexagon. The last olumn is the number of polyominoes of length n that tile
the plane by translations. In fa t, fa torizations exist for the length of the
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perimeter with odd values and of ourse there is no fa torization for even
length of the perimeter. In the literature, authors use the half-perimeter in
order to enumerate the polyominoes.
We present the result for half-perimeter between 2 and 18.
Half-perimeter

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Polyominoes

2
14
83
488
2 895
17 332
104 653

2
15
81
449
521
385
290
384
432
874
427

1
2
7
28
124
588
938
268
826
572
270
376
424
528
660
364
012

Only PS

1
4
13
37
102
276
745
1 999

1
0
0
0
1
8
40
170
523
624
729
448
180
074
668
724
420

Only PH

2
6
19
55

1
3
10
31
95
282
824
383
828
452
084

0
0
4
20
82
298
007
326
394
918
767
816
720
628
850
798
940

Both

1
2
5
12
29
68
159
371

0
2
3
8
17
46
103
220
513
126
529
688
989
630
569
064
115

Tiles

2
7
20
57

1
3
11
34
103
301
874
515
174
357
455

1
2
7
28
100
352
150
716
430
668
025
952
889
332
087
586
475

In the spirit of the works of Leroux, Rassart and Robitaille [17, 18℄,
we will omplete this study by investigating symmetry lasses of pseudohexagons and pseudo-squares. These resear hes help in better understand
the ombinatori s of the polyominoes that tile the plane by translations and
to nd a lose formula or a re urren e relation for the number of pseudosquares or pseudo-hexagons or regular tilings. In this dire tion Alberto Del
Lungo and o-authors nd enumeration by ECO method of parallelogram
polyominoes (polyominoes with two non- rossing paths from an origin to an
end with only right and up steps) and onvex polyominoes [1, 10℄. Maybe the
next step will be to enumerate pseudo-square parallelogram polyominoes and
pseudo-hexagon parallelogram polyominoes. Alberto posed this question to
us in July 2001, but still now we don't have the method to enumerate su h
lasses of polyominoes.
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